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~ETTER FROM THE ~=SIDENT

The policy issues faced by the scientific community have of grown dramatically more complex since FAS was
founded over 50 years ago. The organization began before we understood that the cheap energy sources responsible for
spectacular economic growth dso had the ability to transfomr the climate and weather patterns of the entire plmet, or tiat
the molecular biology we depend on to cure disease and ensure food for six billion people cotid also lead to unimagined
risks.

The scientific community has a viti role in addressing these issues because researchers have aonique early view of
the opportunities and problems created by advances in
science. They have a unique responsibility for bringing
these issues to public attention and for ensuring that clear,
timely, and relevmt information is available to inform the
public debate.

During the next few years, I would like to see
FAS pursuing four major gods:

. We will work tirelessly to ensure that the Senate
endorses the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. This
tieaty is a cornerstone of nonproliferation policy.

. We will help the US and its friends minimize the
risk of missile attacks in a way that actually strengthens
our security. This clearly doesn’t include buildtig acostiy
nationwide missile defense that won’t work aod would
host certsritiy trigger dmgerous counter reactions from
our fiends and our adversaries.

. We will work to encourage comrrnrnities around
the world to explore ways that information technologies
and other advanced technologies can create high living
stidards and a high levels of choice and individud free-
dom while ensuring miuimd impact on the environment

continuedpage 2

NOBEL LAmATES URGE AG~ST NATIONAL

MISSLE DEFENSE DEPLOmE~T

On the eve of the third intercept test of the
administration’s national missile defense system, fifi
American Nobel laureates of the sciences sent a let-
ter to the President urging him not to decide to de-
ploy the system. The day after the letter was sent, we
received word that three additiond Nobel laureates
had agreed to sign — bringing the total number of
suppoflers to 53. The letter concludes: “Even if the
next pkmned test of the proposed mti-bdfistic missile
system works as planned, my movement toward de-
ployment wotid be premature, waste~ and danger-
ous.” The letter was sponsored by FAS aod drafted
by Dr. Hans Bethe, one of FAS’s fomders. The sign-
ers noted that their conclusion would not be altered

by a successti third test.
Two days after the letter was sent, the ttird

:estftiled when the kill vehicle failed to separate horn
its booster rocket. The target vehicle also failed to

continuedpage 16
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Lette,... continuedfrom page I

and no risk of nuclear proliferation.

. Finally, we will search for ways to use modem
information technology to ensure tiat eve~ American,

and every citizen of the world has practical access to high
qusdity, tiordable education. While not sufficient, edu-
cation is essential for ensuring that all people have eqd
access to the fruits of a prosperous world economy. In-
formationtechuology provides a stunning new set oftools
that can redefine what we can expect in the cost, quality,
ad availability of education for dl people in dl subjects.

We will, of course, continue and build on the su-
perb programs FAS has underway in space policy, gov-
ement secrecy, conventional weapons monitoring, an-
md hesdth, and chemical and biological weapons.

Whether we like it or not, all of our fates ae tied
to the skill with which we manage technology – there is
no possibility of retreat. The real test of American lead-
ership in the coming generation will be whether we have
the wisdom to combine investments in diplomacy and
military redness k ways that build red and lmting secu-
rity for ourselves ad our filends. Our security depends
essentially on whether the net impact of our intervention
in world affairs leads will lead to a world where individu-
als md compties focus their genius audpassion on com-
peting in business, in the arts, in scientific discovery – a
world where global prosperity supports enviroumentd
quality and universal opportunity – a world where state
supported weapons of mass destictimr become tily un-
thinkable, Will we have the vision and the wisdom to do
this or will we retreat from ou collective responsibilities
and look backwards? The next few years will be fateful
ones. FAS can play a critical role if its members are till-
ing to help. I hope you will.

--Henry Kelly, President

FAS The Federation of American Scientists F“”d,
founded in 1971, is the j01(c)(3) tw-deductible

FUND research and education _ of FAS.
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THE 66R0GUE STATES9’ - No CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER
By John E. Pike

The American ballistic missile defense (BMD)
programs nowuuder development arejnstifid by tie need
to defend against the so-called “rogue states” such as
North Korea, Iran, and Iraq. This justification requires
an assumption that (a) these states will soon be able to
launch a nuclear or other weapons of mass destruction

(WMD) attack against the US using long-range ballistic
missiles, and (b) that the states are so irrational that they
are not deterred by the threat of certain annihilation by
the inevitable US retaliation to such an attack on its
territory. Bothofthese assumptions ae questionable, Even
ifa state acquires the technical abi~ityto conduct a ~D
attack on the US, there is no evidence that it would have
my incentive to conduct such an attack.

This discussion will concentrate on North Korea
and Irm. While Iraq clemly meets the criteria of a “state
of concern” (the new official parlance), there is general
agreement that the UNSCOM (United Nations SpeciaJ
Commission) inspection significantly delayed hqi work
on WMD. Nonetheless, Iraq presumably has been
working to resurrect its ~D program since UNSCOM
was forced out in December 1998.

“RogueStates”to “StatesofConcern”:
TheImplications

Secretary of Defense Les Aspin, in his 13 May
1993 briefing mounciug “The End of the Sti Wm Era”
contended that” the Russians (Soviets) were a bunch
of thugs, but the Russians were not cr~. It’s not quite
so clear with some of the people that ... may get nuclear
weapons along the way .... if Iran gets nuclear weapons or
ifNorth Korea gets nuclear weapons, we’re tiking about
countries that we’re not sure the old policy of deterrence
worked with these people,, we don’t kow whether a
bahmce ofterror will work with renegade states. That’s
why you need defense.” After almost a year of
deliberations on what to call these “renegade states,” the
Clinton tilnistition settled on “rogue states?’

On 19 June 2000 the US Department of State
formally changed the approved term of art from “rogue
state” to “country ofconcem.” The ckge iutetinology
immediately followed the historic North-South summit in
Kore~ and the lifdng of some US economic sanctions on
North Korea, This rectification ofnarues reflected both

Mlevolution in the apparent behavior of these states, as
well as an evolution in American understaudng of these
states. According to the State Department briefig, “some
places that were described that way have embarked upon
more democratic intemd life; others have been willing to
address some of the issues that ae ofprimary concern to
the United States.”

Reading between the lines, North Korea’s
graduation from “rogue state” to “state of concern”

appe=ed largely predicated on moderation of external
behavior titiout interuaJregime reform. h crartras~Irm’s
gmduationto “state ofconcem” appcm Imgelypredicatcd
on the progress of internal regime reform, which might
lead to a moderation in extemd behavior,

If the “rogue state” was largely a construct of
Aruencm diplomacy, it is interesting to cousiderthe extent
to wbichtheresidtibt horn “states ofconcem” derives
from American military strategy. Over the past decade,
vastly more effort has been expended in contemplating
the special weapons programs ofcountries such as North
Korea or Iran than in contemplating the precise
circumstances under which these weapons might be used,
When these and other countries were defined as rogue
states, the preswption oftheir fidamental irrationality

almost by definition precluded rational consideration of
tils issue.

States ofconcem are presumed to be not entirely
irrational, and it is possible to consider the circumstances
under which they might ratiotily contemplate a dehberate
nucle~ attack on the United States homeland or on vital
American interests, It is also important to understand the
extent to wtich deliberate choices in American milit~
operational concepts might subs~tially raise the risks of
such deliberate attacks.

PotentialChangestoUSMilitaryDoctrine

The doctrinal imperative for BMD derives from
the requirement to forestall the possibility that an enemy
codd offset American convention~ superiority through a
credible threat to escalate to the use of nuclear weapons.
The concern is not so much that deterrence would fail,
but that it wordd succeed–by deternngtie full apphcation
of American conventional military power. BMD was

therefore needed to remove this deterrent and allow the
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This North Korean facili~ is thought tO h~e reprocessed enough spentfie[ ro& to hme extracted up to 12 kilograms

ofplutonium.Thatwouldbe enoughto build bemeen 1-2 nuclearbombs. l”= 150 meters (Credit: Space [maging Corp.j

US to operate unimpeded by the *eat ofNorth Korean

bdhsticmissfles. The logic ofthis argumenthiuges on(a)
identifying a scetio in which a“rogne state” wodd have
arationd incentive to actually use anuclea weapon, and
@) absolute certainty that BMD wotid work.

Nuclear weapons ae weapons of last resort, since
my nation employing them agaiustthe US wotid cetiy
be destroyed. Their deliberate employment is least
incredible when its leaders conclude that the nation’s

survival is in doubt because of a US attack. But the US
has not threatened to eliminate a regime since General
Douglas MacArthur’s plan fortoti defeat ofNorth Korea
was rejected dtig the Korean Wm. Major Theater Wars
from the Korean Wm through Desefi Stem focused on
restoration of the terntond status quo ante belhrm, not on
complete *lation of the op~nent’s regime. me United
States was content to accept the existence ofNofi Kore~
ceased mili~ operations once Iraq had been expelled
from Kuwait io 1991, and concluded the cmpaigu against

Serbia in 1999, leaving troublesome regimes in place.

Mactiw, of cowse, objected s~ongly to this
policy, which h not been universally accepted titbinthe
Department of Defense. A concept that would lead to a
chmge in tis policy is called “Forcible Entry O~rations”
(FEO), which is embodied in the U.S. Atlantic
Commau&s Joint ExpetientationCampaign Plau2000

of 30 September 1999. FEO contemplates achieving
“decisive strategic victory.” Advocates ofa “rogue state
rollbac~’ strategy, including Senator John McCti, clealy
would prefer an extension of the FEO notion to include
complete elitiation ofa rogue regime. Such a change in
policy would increase tie credibility of a nucle~ attack
against US forces.

For the US to feel that the detement effect of long-
range ballistic missiles had been neutidized by a BMD
system, of cowse, it would need absolute assumnce that
BMD would work. During the past decade, the US has
been stiongly detemed by tie risk oflosing my significant
numbers ofmilit~ personnel in combat. It is difficult to
imagine au obj ective in theater warfare in Korea or Iraq
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that wodd lead the US leadership to nskthe most remote

possibili~ that a single nuclem weapon would detonate
on US soil.

NORTH KOREA

Assessment of Capabili@

North Korea established a nuclear research center
at Yongbyon in the mid- 1960s, and probably initiated a
nuclear weapons development program by the early
1980s. The Yongbyonfacility hadproduced sufficient
plutonium for at least one and possibly as many as six
nuclea weapons. Following a protracted diplomatic crisis
in 1993 and 1994, au Agreed Framework was signed
between the US and North Korea in Geneva on 21
October 1994. Under this agreement, North Korea
agreed to hdt its nuclear program, and to accept
inspections of its facilities to verify this halt. Persistent
difficulties notwithstanding, it is generally accepted that
North Korea has halted construction ofnuclear-weapons
related facilities, and has not produced additional
plutonium since the inception of the Agreed Framework.
There is no evidence that the Koreans have tested a
weapon and such testing wotid presumably consume some

subsmtid portion oftheir plutonium iuvento~.
North Korea has au extensive chemical weapons

progrw, and is believed to have conducted work on the
development of biological weapons agents. While the
precise size and composition of the chemical weapons
stockpile is uncertain, North Korea is generally credited
with possessing a diverse range of lethal agents, with a
total stockpile that may be as great as 5,000 tons (about
one-tenth the size of the Soviet stockpile, and roughly
equsd to that ofIraq at the time of the GuIf War),

North Korea hm a variety of means for dehvery
ofnuclear, chemical, or biolo~d weapons. With E~tim
assistance, North Korea began development of an
indigenous missile capability in the mid- 1970s. By the
mid- 1980s North Korea was producing Scuds, with a
nmge of some 300 km, md Scud-derived missiles, with a
range of up to 500 km. Reportedly at least 250 missiles,
worth over $500 million, were exported to Iran, Syria
and tie United Arab Emirates between 1987 and 1992.
North Korea probably has at least 200 of these missiles
operationally deployed.

North Korea has also developed the longer range
Nodong missile, apparently based on Soviet submarine

launched ballistic missile technology, With a hftoff mass

of about 16,000 kg (three times that of the Scud) and a
potential rrmgeofup to 1,300 km, this missile codd attack
targets in Japan. North Korea tested this missile once, to
a range of 500 km in May 1993. North Korea has
reportedy deployed at least a dozen, md perhaps m many
as three dozen, of these missiles in at least one and perhaps
as many as four locations, North Korea has exported
elements ofthis program to Iran (designated the Shhab-
3 missile) and Pti]stan (the Ghauri missile). These
countries evidently regard the Nodong as a work in
progress rather than a finished product, and have
constructed extensive test facilities for continued
development. As ofmid-2000 both Iran and Pakistan
have each conducted at least two test fights of their

versions of the Nodong. These continued development
efforts cast doubt on the operational reliability of the
Nodong missiles deployed by North Korea.

The Taepodong-1, another North Korean long-
range missile, is a 22,000 kg vehicle which consists ofa
Nodong first stage topped by a Scud-derived second
stage. The first and only flight test of the Taepodong-1
occurred on 31 August 1998, Previously, it was
anticipated that this system was atwo-stage baJhstic missile
with a range of 1,500-2,200 km. In fact, fils initial test
attempted to place a small satellite in orbit using a small
third stage, suggesting that the vehicle could be used m a

ballistic missile with apotentisd range (with arathersmdl
payload) of 4,000-6,000 km. Although this range
capability would place some ptis ofAIaska at risk, it is
tiielythatNorth Koreacodd develop asficienfly light-
weight nuclear warhead for this application, and extensive
testing wotidbe requircdto develop a lightweight warhead
for delivefig chemical or biological agents, There are no
indications that this missile has been deployed, or that
preparations have been made for facilities for its
deployment.

The Taepodong-2 is believed to be au 80,000 kg
vehicle consisting ofa large first stage using four Nodong
rocket engines, with a second stige consisting ofa single
Nodong missile. Unlike prior North Korean vehicles,
which wers based on well-proven Soviet designs, the TD-
1first stage is evidently o~ofi Korean origin. Ahbough
a missile of this type has been on a pad at the Musaden-
ri test range since mid-1999, no flight tests have taken
place as ofmid-2000. This missile is assessed as having
a range of about 6,000 km if armed with a nuclear
w~head, and range sticient to reach the lower 48 states
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iftopped with a smaller chemical or biological warhead,
or witi a sophisticated light-weight nuclear warhead. It is
not apparent tiat Nofi Korea could develop such a small
nuclem warhead without nuclear testing.

C~ntiy identified North Koremmissiles ap~ar
incapable of attacking American targets, apart from
Alaska or Guam, with heavy first-generation nuclear
weapons that might be developed without actual nuclear
testing. Conjecturally, North Korea might achieve such a

capability by strapping together four Taepodong-2 first
stages, and topping this with an additional Taepodong-2
&t stage. Such aclustetig
approach was used by the
Soviet Union in the
development of the R-7/

SS-6 ICBM that launched
Sputnik- 1, and would
represent the lowest-risk
path to a true ICBM

capabihty for North Korea.
However, such a
Taepodong-3 vehicle
would have a gross lift-off

weight of about 250,000
kg, which wodd be entirely

outside the experience
base of North Korea.
Although it cannot be
doubted that time and

effort could eventually
achieve this result,
deployment ofa credible,
let along reliable, ICBM of
this class would clearly

Moscow before commencing operations against a fragile
South Korea that had been declared outside America’s
defense perimeter. Halfa cent~ later, none of these
precondhions for North Korean milit~ action obtain.
South Korea is strong, firmly within America’s sectiV
periieter, md it is ticonceivable tit North Korea would
seek or obtain the backing of Moscow or Beijing for
offensive military o~rations across the DetihtiA ~ne
(D~).

Kim Jong-il, North Korea’s supreme leader,
surely cultivates a reputation for unpredictability, ad the

This missile assembly building at Nodong is 1S0 feet long, and

can probably house IWOcompleted missiles. 1“=150 meters
(Credit: Space Imaging COrp.)

require a rather more extensive test effort and test
infrastructure than has been evident to date.

Assessment of Intention

MthoughtheNorth Korem lmdership is~pdaly
viewed as irrational, there is very little precedent in the
established operational code of North Korea to suggest
literal irrationality. The North Korean leadership is
evidentiy bruti, but it gives no evidence of indifference to
regime survival. Indeed, the months leading up to the
outbreak of the Korean War in 1950 were a model of
rational calculation on the part of Kim 11-suug, who
patiently solidified the backing of both Beijing and

unexplained one-day delay
in the June 2000 summit
was entirely predictable
Unpredictabihty, but tils is
little more than the Korean
brand of Nixon’s
“madman” theory of
leadership. The appetite

for brinkmanship and
confrontation that

exemplified Kim Jong-il’s
early years in power may
have been nerve-rattling,
but he has demonstrated a
finely honed sense ofcnsis
management. North
Korea’s subsequent missile
diplomacy appears to have
gauged very clearly the
potential for even modest
missile testing activity to
gain the notice of official
Washington.

The initial euphoria following the June summit
shodd not obscure the continuing potential for rmpleasant
actions by North Korea. Shrill rhetoric is the North
Korean stock in trade, filtrating negotiating tactics the
national pastime, and low-level military provocations a
continuing possibility. North Korea remains perhaps tie
most totitarismphty extant md tiH swely remain outside
the embrace of the New World Order so long as the
present regime survives,

The popular conception of North Korea as an
irrational rogue state, a vmt lunatic asylum in the grips of
a psychotic leadership, has largely freed analysts and
commentators fiomthe burden of considering how to deter
the Dear Leader, Kim Jong-il. Rehearsals of specific
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scetios k wkch chemicsdor nuclear weapons were used
by North Korea are curiously absent from the open
literature, apart from garis~y cartoonist “bolt out of the
blue” narratives that typically begin with the missiles
*ady in flight.

Kim Jong-il presumably did not wait patiently for
decades to inherit the family business only to see it
vaporized by American nuclear retaliation brought on for
no good reason. There must be some level of destruction

of some portion of North Korea that would give pause to
a North Korean nuclear strike against the American
homeland.

The daily brutalities ofNortb Korean life might
suggest a rather profound indifference to the loss of life
that wotid result from my large-scale American nuclear

strike against North Korea. But the North Korean
leadership is evidently aware that leadership requires a

populated country to lead. North Korea is reported to
be a vast Swiss cheese, riddled tiththousands ofbnnkers

intended to ensure the survival of that which the regime
holds dear. Continuing construction of the Pyongyang

subway system is patterned on the Moscow subway, witi
tunnels buried an average depth of at least 100 meters

below the surface serving as expedient blast shelters for
some fraction of the city’s population.

Nuclear Brinkmanship Could Back@re

mile irrational nuclear attacks by North Korea
are difficdt to envision, the circumstances under which
North Korea might ratiorudly contemplate using nuclear
weapons are less difficult to identify. Although
Forcible Entry Operations remains a developmental
concept rather than a standard strategy, some variant of
this concept of operations appears to lie at the heart of
American war-planning in Korea. It is reported that
OPLAN 5027 involves a strategy of maneuver warfare
north of the DMZ with a goal of terminating the North
Korem regime, rather than simply terminating the wa by
returning North Korean forces to the Truce Line.
Operations wodd include the US invasion ofNortbKore%
the destmctionofthe Korem People’s Army md the North
Kora government in Pyongymg.

Faced with American forces advmcing across the
DMZ towards Pyongyang, and contemplating the
irnpendmg extinction oftheir persons md tieir polity, it is
not difficult to envision the North Korean leadership
credibly threatening nuclear strikes against America or

The 50 megawatt reactor at Yongbyon, z~completed would
hme the potential to produce enough material fo? 10-12

nuclea? bombs per year. 1“=150 meters (Credi[: Space Im-

aging Corp.)

American interests. ~ether the American leadership

would judge that the extirpation of the North Korean
regime warrants this risk is at the core of tie debate over

the potential efficacy ofnation~ missile defense.
A reputation for irratiotiity notwithstiding, Kim

Jong-il has demonstrated a keen appreciation of the extent
to which nuclear weapons and missiles are tools of
diplomacy rather than weapons ofwm. The October 1994
Framework Agreement effectively capped the North
Korean nuclear program, and a similar diplomatic
resolution ofNorth Korea’s missile program is evidently

on the Dear Leader’s agenda, In June 1998 North Korea
offered to discontinue missile exports in return for

appropriate compensation, and only tested the
Taepodong-1 missile after the United States ignored the
offer. Under an iuformsdunderstsmding rached in October
1999 with former Defense Secretary William Perry, North
Koreahm agreed to a moratorium on further missile tests,
while tis on the future oftheir missile program continue.
In early Jdy 2000 tie United States hfted some economic
sanctions on North Korea, as promised under the Perry
agreement.

On 19 July 2000, Klm Jong-il and Russian
President Vladimir Putin proposed termination ofNorth
Korea’s long-range missile program, in exchange for
assistance in launching a North Korean satellite. This
initiative reflects the “Rockets for Peace” proposal first
advmced by FAS in the early 1990s, under which missile
programs would be curtailed in exchange for enhanced
civil space cooperation. This approach has been largely
successful in restricting the transfer of Russian rocket
technology to other countries, ad holds considerable
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promise forresolving conccrus overNorthKora’s missile
programs.

Assessment of Capabili@

Dting the Gulf War, Im experienced firsthand
the effects of Iraqi chemical warfare capabilities, and
subsequently developed a substantird chemical warfare
capability of its own. Iran is presently believed to have a
diverse invento~ ofchemicd agents, atoti stockpile that
may consist of
several thousand
tons ofagen~, and
a variety ofmeaus
of delivery.

Although the
scope of Iranian
biologicrd wtiare
activities is
obscure, it maybe
assumed that Iran
has conducted
work in this field

as well.
Although

Iran is a signatory
to the Nuclear

Non-proliferation
. .. . . . . . ,. :

would be sufficiently small and nondescript as to defy
confident detection via means such as reconnaissance
satellite imagery. me smd scale and modest *ticture
of South =ca’s former nuclear weapon progmm clemly
sustains this view.

However, the actual status of Iran’s efforts to
acquire nuclear weapons remains obscure. Having the
skills needed to build a bomb is of little more than
theoretical interest in the absence of the material needed

to fabricate abomb. bmi@t obtain sticient plutonimn
or uranium for nuclear weapons either by clandestine
acquisition of such materials horn another comtry, or by

ll~~ly> 11 1S
North Korea’s 3 megawatt research reactor is thought to be capable of producing

gener~ly beheved about 7 kilograms of plutonium annually. 1”=1j O meters (Credit: Space Imaging
that Iran maintains Corp.)

a nuclear weapons

clandestine
diversion from
overt facilities in
Iran, or from
clandestine
production
f=ihties iuImn.

Although from
time to time news
reports have
claimed that Iran
has illegally
acquired one or
more complete
nuclear weapons

from the former
SovietUniou such

reports are widely
disbelieved. It is
probably the case
that Iran
attempted to

developmentprogmm. This program is widely believed
to be nnderthe control of the htianRevohrtionary Guard
Corps (IRGC), with admitis~ative activities conducted
uuderthe direction of the Atomic Energy Organimtion of
Iran and the Defense Industry Organimtion. Iran’s overt
nuclear research program is centered at the Nuclear

Technology Center at Esf&m ~sftian), aJthough several
other facilities are acknowledged to be associated with
nuclear research activities, and other unacknowledged
fmilities are alleged to efist.

It is almost certaifly the case that Iran possesses
the requisite skills and expertise to fabricate a nuclear
weapon. It is also probably the case that the facilities
associated with nuclear weapons design and fabrication

illicitly acquire nuclear material from the former Soviet
Union in the early 1990s, although tiere is no indication
that the qnrmtitiesmdtypes ofmatcds so acquired would
have provided Iran with a nuclear weapons capabihty. It
is certainly the case that the United States transferred

approximately 600 kilograms ofhigMy enriched urarium
(HEU) — enough nuclear material to produce around
two dozen nuclear weapons — from Kzakhstan in late
1994, to forestil the possibility that tils material might
f~l into the hands ofIrrm.

The two nuclear power reactors near Bushehr,
wtich have been intermittently under construction since
1974, have been a continuing source of concern to the
United States govenrment Sincccoustictionattis facihty
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Viewfrom Space:Missile TestFacili@at Nodong
Thefaci[iy is characterized by a lack of hard suvface roads, no permanent housing,fov staff and scientists,
and the absence of a securiy perimeter. In contrasl, ,foreign missile facilitieshave these featUr@3. ~”=~50

meters (Credit: Space Imaging Corp.)

resumd in 1992 tith Russim assis~ce, the United States
has repeatedly expressed concern that this facility could
contribute to Iran’s nuclear weapons potential. The US
government has engaged in a series ofexchmges witi the
Russian government to discourage this project, and
successtily persuaded Ubaine to suspend a contract to
supply components for the power generation system. The
Russian government has &en the view that this power
reactor will be under the International Atomic Energy
Agency safe~ds, andthm pmsen~ fitiensk ofdiversion

weapons, and that international safe~ds could be eitier
circumvented or renounced in the future. Repofiedly,
constmction of the first reactor unit at Busheh will be
completed by the end of 2000.

Published repofis have alleged the existence of a
vtiety of other clandestine nuckm-related facilities in Iran.
~ese repofi appe~ l~gely basal on the claims of~an

opposition organintions, and mmy apWar to be ofmther
dubious crdlbility. Mlndfal of the lessons ofIraq, which
was able to constmct a rather more elaborate nuclea

to a nuclem weapons program. The United States has infmstmctie ti w= appwent to American intelligence
evidently proceeded from the view that any nuclear prior to the end of the Gulf War, the possibility of
assistance to Iran cotid aid in the development of nuclear clandestine Iranian nuclear matends production facilities
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cannot be dismissed out of hand. However, presumably
the US intelligence community has learned at least some
lessons fiomIraq, and isexercishgconsiderable vigilmce

inmonitoring’’suspect sites’’ in Iron. Badnewstravels
fast, md the experience with North Korean suspect sites
is that the fact of their existence quickly migrates to the
openliterature. Theevident absence ofpersistentrumors
of particular suspect sites suggests either the absence of
such facilities, or that they are ve~ well hidden indeed.

The precedent of the South Atilcan nuclear
weapons program provides pause inrushing to judgment

on the status of Iran’s nuclear ambitions, such as they
maybe. AIthough South ficaconstmcted anextensive
nuclear materials infrastructure, the facilities actually
devoted to weaponization were quite modest, and largely
devoid of apparent signatures detectable by tectilcal
intelligence. Dependlngon choices innuclearmaterials
production technology, it cannot be excluded that Iran
may have successfully hidden this tiastmcture m well.

In Janu~ 2000, the New York Times reported
that the Central Intelligence Agency had revised its
assessment of Iran’s nuclear capacity, to tie effect that
Iran might now be able to make a nuclear weapon. This
evaluation was appaenfly based on the difficdty in ticking
Irm’s efforts to acquire nuclear materials. It was also
reported that other intelligence agencies were of the view
that there was no evidence that Iran had stolen enough
fissile material to make a weapon. In Jme 2000, CNN
repofled that Gen. Anthony Zinni, the outgoing US Centi
Commander, said Iran was anywhere from one to seven
yeas away horn developtig anuclcar weapon, depending
on whether it cotid acquire nuclear materials abroad. The
lower range of this estimate is consistent with Iran being
able to fabricate a weapon within afewmontbs ofacqtig
sticieut fissflematerkd. The up~rmnge ofthis assessment
is consistent with au absence of any evidence of Iranian
infrastructure needed to produce nuclear weapons.

Iran’s missile development efforts have been
lmgely predicated onNortb Korean assistance, ~though
in recent years it would appear that the student has
surpassed the teacher. In the 1980s Iran imported North
Korean Scud-B and Scud-C missiles, which were
deployed mder the Shahab- 1 and Shahab-2 designators.

More recently, Iran has undertaken the
development of the Shahab-3, which is evidently a
derivative of the North Korean Nodong missile. Whh a
range of perhaps 1,300 km, the Shahab-3 wodd be able
to strike targets in Israel. It is reported that the Shahab-

TlzeIaunclz pad al Nodong where dze Taepodong-1 mtisiies
are tested. North Korea has reported the Nodong missile to

Iran, which has re-engineered it and renamed it m the Shahab-
3.1 “=150 meters (Credit: Space imaging Corp.)

3 may have achieved an “emergency” operational
capability in 1999, dtiough development and testing of
this uprovenNorth Korean product continue in both Irm
and ptilstan.

It is reported that Iran is also developing a
Shahab-4, which is probably a varimt of the Taepodong-
1, and a Shahab-5, which would probably represent a
variant of the Taepodong-2. Although some testing
activity possibly associated with the Taepodong- 1 has
reportedly been detected by American intelligence, as of
mid-2000 kmhadnot test flown such atwo-stage missile.
In tie event that flight tests are conducted, it is probable
tiough not cetithat Iran wodd followtbeNorth Korem
precedent and characterize the test as a satellite launch.
Glventhe testing associated with the Nodong/Shahab-3,
it is probable that Iran would conduct a rather more
extensive test program than North Korean before the
Sh&ab-4 or Shahab-5 would enter operational service.

If Iran eventually deploys missiles such as the
Shahab-4 or Shahab-5, it would be able to place at risk
targets thoughout Western Europe, including American
mili~ bases tithe region. It wodd, however, be unable
to reach the continental United States with a nuclear
wmhead launched atop these missiles. The open hterature
suggests that Iran might develop a 10,000 km range
Shahab-6 for this purpose, which conjec~dly might be
constricted along the lines ofaTaepodong-3, by chrstefig
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mdtiple Taepodong-2 first stages. AstithNofi Korea,
tie development ofsuch aveticle wodd evidentiy go well
beyond Iran’s existing experience base, and almost

certairrJyrequire extensive ibtructie development and
flight-testing in order to acquire a credible and reliable

delivery system.

Assessment of Zntention

Although presumably Iran has not previously
exhausted all possible forms ofmili~ behavior, there is
little in either the practice of the theocratic regime of the
past two decades or that ofpredecessor regimes to aid in
formtiating a historically gromded scenario under which
Iran and America become engaged in a Major Theater
War. Unlike Iraq, whlchhastwice inasmany decades
titiated aggressive w=, Irm does not have a track record
oflarge-scdemih~ ag~ession. Msterntorid disputes
a Iirnitdto a fewtrivid islanb in the Persim Gti. htim
support for Shl’ite factions in Lebanon may continue to
fistrate the Midde East Peace Process, but the escalation
ladder that would lead to a Major Theater War would
seem to lack a number of critical rungs.

This consideration aside, Iran is preoccupied with
its own internal political struggle. The competition for
political dominance in Iran pits moderates, who are the
majority in the newly elected parliament and generally
support President Mohammad Khatemi, against the more
tradition religious constituencies who sup~rtAyatollA

Mi Hoseini Kbamenei, who controls the mihtary, the~hce
smdthe court system. The reform agenda oftie moderates
etidentiy extends to h&rWltig the living condhions of the
Iranian middle class, and engaging the Iranian economy
tith the global economy. To this end, the moderates might

be expected to oppose foreign adventures that might be
unduly alarming to Western audiences.

Although the reform process in Iran has captured
the interest of Western obsemem, the implications for Ms
nuclear and missile programs, if any, remain lagely
unexmined. One might hope that the moderates would
be of the view that deployment of a force of nuclear-
tipped long-range missiles would create more problems
than it would solve. One might further hope that the
moderate mcendancy would eventually freeze if not roll
back km’s existing nuclear and missile unde~ngs.

There is no ptiicdarreason for entetig these
hopes at present, though these eventualities cannot be
excluded and surely shotid be encouraged. As withNofi

Korea, a policy ofengagement with Iran might convince
the moderate Iranim leadership of the counterproductive
consequences of continued long-range missile testing, or
more overt moves towards the acquisition of a nuclear
weapons potential or capability.

No obvious indications of a debate between
moderates md mnservatives over km’s nuclem, chemical
or missile programs ae in evidence. Indeed, it would not
be difficult to imagine that there is a broad consensus
among all leadership factions on the general wisdom of
their current programs. It is dso easy to imagine that the
moderates’ agenda of domestic reform effectively
precludes challenging core elements of the consewatives’
foreign policy and national security agenda (much as
Lyndon Johnson evidently felt that prosecution of the
Vietnam War was a precondition for implementation of
the Great Society).

It is not uncommon to find governments, such m
France under de Gaulle or Russia under Yeltsh, in which
the foreign policy and natiomd security appara~ is under
the control oftbe President, while domestic affairs are run
by a Premier or Prime Minister. Contemporary Iran is
constructed along similar lines, with the remit of President
Khatemi largely confined to domestic matters, while
supreme spiritti leader Khamenei retains control of the
national security apparatus, to include the IRGC
responsible for nuclear weapon and missile development.
This stmctural reality may provide the moderates little
insight into or tiuenw overnuclaand missile programs.
Moderates may now dominate the parlimen< and loosen
restrictions on tie news media, but there is little reason to
hope for parliamentary oversight of Iran’s nuclear and
missile programs in the near term. Indeed, to pose this
question is to answer it, given the dismd track record in

countries ranging from America to Israel. Even the most
highly developed elected bodies have largely abdicated
supetision of nuclear weapons programs, md it is rather
difflcuit to imagine Iran’s fragile democracy proving the
exception to this tie.

For more than a decade, the question ofdeternng
Iran has largely been posed as one of deterring the Mad
Mullahs, and recent trends in domestic reform hold ody
limited prospect ofdtenng MS equation, even ifposed in
less colorfil language. Discussions of the challenge of
deterring Irm, whether faced by Israel, America or otiers,
have largely proceeded from observations on the
emphasis in Itiarr Shi’ism on the sacred significmce of

mqdom. It has been assumed that the high estimation
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placed on personal self-sacrifice in a holy cause would
tmslate into au eagerness to embrace collective national

m@dom u the price of s-g a blow against the Great
Satan, or at least au acceptance ofthis possibility which
might frustrate deterrent threats.

Britain comemomtedthe losses of the Great Wm
with the restrained Cenotaph on the Mall. Iran’s
counterpart memorial was the garish Fountain of the
Martyrs, which gushed red-colored water to
commemorate the sacrifice of blood. The numbers tell a
rather different story. As tith dl wars, casualty figures
for the Iran-Iraq war are highly ucertain. The war
probably claimed at least 300,000 Iranian fives md injured
more than 500,000, out ofa total population which by
the war’s end was nearly 60 million. During the Great
War, German losses were over 1,700,000 killed md over
4,200,000 wounded (out ofatotal population of over 65
million). Germany’s losses, relative to total national
poptiatiou were at least five times highertih. Frmce
suffered over 1,300,000 deaths and over 4,200,000
wounded. The percentages ofpre-war population killed

or wounded were 9°/0of Germany, 110/0of France, and
8% of Great Britain - and less than 2% in Irm. Without
diminishing the horror ofeither war, Itian losses tithe
eight-yem Iran-Iraq war appear modest compared with
those of the European contestants in the four years of
World War I, shedding some light on the limits of the
Iranim appetite for martyrdom, even uuderthe leadership
oftbe main “mad mdl~,” Ayatoll& Khomeini.

Far from deranged religious enthusiasts, tie
Iranian leadership appears at least as sensible to mass
deaths ofits citi=ns as the presumably rational leaders of

European countries. As with North Korea, the public
hterature is largely void ofdetailed discussions oftargeting
Irm for deterrence purposes, but there is almost certaidy

some level of devastation of some portion of Iran that
would discowage a deliberate Iranian nuclear attack on
tie American homeland.

IMPLICATIONSFOR NATIONALM1ssILE DEFENSE

Neither North Korea nor Iran has tested nuclear
weapons or missiles with the range needed to attack the
US. There is no evidence that a cmsh progrm on either
weapons or missiles is underway. The Rumsfeld
Commission report establishing 2005 m the emliest date
for North Kora deployment of a nuclear tipped missile
capable of striking the US was breed not on m assessment
of what the Koreans were doing, but what they could do
given a concerted effort. ~lle intelligence experts
disagree about the nature of the Korean progrm, there is
no evidence that a crash program is underway in either
Korea or Irm that would justify a crash program to build
a US ballistic missile defense system. mere is no evidence

that either Iran or Korea are managed by governments
that behave irmtiondly, orthatthey woddhave anyratioti

incentive to use nuclear weapons against the US even if
they should develop a capability to do so. There is no

reason to expect deterrence to work for countries with
large arsenals of nuclear weapons but not for comtries

with stil inventories.
We have time to m&e a reasoned decision about

the best technical options for defense and to review
diplomatic solutions. We shodd use this time wisely to
avoid a hasty decision to deploy a BMD system. ❑

All photographs are copyrighted by Space Imaging,
Inc. and can bepurchasedon WWW.space ima~inz. corn.
The FAS Public Eye Project’s web site can be found
at WWW.fas. Org/eye.

THE VOTE Is IN!

FAS would like to annouce the results of the FAS Council elections of the spring of2000. Congratulations

to our new Council members Barbara Hatch Rosenberg, Lynn Sykes, and David Albright. They will replace
outgoing Council members Thomm Neff, Sidney G. Winter, rmdSteve Fetter.

Congratiations to our new FAS Chairman, Frank von Hippel, who will replace outgoing Chair Carl Kaysen.
Dr. van Hippel leaves his previous position as FAS Fund Chair vacant; Steve Fetter has been appointed to this
position.

On behdfof its members, FAS would like to thank dl of its outgoing Council members for their hard work
md dedication during their terms. R
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MISGUIDED AWS EXPORT“WFOWS”
By Tamar Gabelnick

In late 1999, the Pentagon developed a number
of initiatives designed to expedite and facilitate the arms
export hcensing process, especially to NATO members,
Japan, and Australia. The Pentagon and US defense in-
du~ claim that cumbersome US expofi-licensing des
hinder exports to, and joint projects with, European and

other close allies, They maintain that fa-reaching refoms
are needed to avoid the creation of ’’Fortress Europe,”

wherein European arms companies – in the midst of a
consolidation process that will boost their selling power –

wil shut US arms and teckology out of the European
market. After a heavy-handed campaign by the Penta-
gon, the administration approved in late May 2000 the
“Defense Trade Security Initiative,” 17 different “reforms”

of US arms export licensing practice.
The administration’s initiatives will fi~entily

dterthe US export licensing system, putting at risk a pro-
cess that has helped control diversion, unauthorized re-

export, and misguided sales. The most fa-reaching of the
changes will be to grant to certain allies (beginning with

the UK and Australia) a license waiver for exports of
unclassified weapons systems, effectively ending US con-

trol over the transfer ofms to those countries. A similar
arrangement with Canada was suspended in 1999 after

Canadian firms transferred US military technology to Im
and China (the arrangement was reinstated after Canada
agreed to modify its arms exporting system).

Other ill-advised reforms include a loosening of
the roles on third-party transfers of US weapons; creat-
ing “program licenses” to cover entire major weapons
sales fincluding munitions, engines, and other sub-com-
ponents that were previously approved sepmately); ad
speeding up tie licensing process for NATO members.
All will further reduce tie amount ofUS scrutiny of arms
export decisions and oversight oftrausferred weapons.

There was little public debate on the need for, or
the merits of, the policy changes. Arms control experts
were not consulted during the policy formation process;
nor were key members of Con~ess, msmy ofwhom sh~e

our opposition to the bulk of the changes. Even the inter-
agency deliberation process was stilted; the Pentagon

essentially bulldozed its way over a reluctant State De-
ptient, wtich has official jtisdiction over m export

policy ad is normally more cautious on export controls.
On the license waiver issue, the Pentagon actively en-
couraged the defense indust~ to lobby the Secretary of
State and Chief of Staff Podesta, who ultimately decided
to accept dl the Pentagon’s proposals.

The Pentagon argues that the initiatives were
largely designed to provide our allies with a clear incen-
tive to stren@en their arms export systems; in exchange
for closing loopholes and strengthening export oversight,
they will gain special trading status whh the US. The next
step for the arms control community will be to hold the
administration to this god.D

UN WGISTER ON CONVENTIONALAms UNDER MVIEW
By Tamar Gubelnick

For the third time, the United Nations is conduct- its credibility as a useful instrument for the21 ‘icent~.
ing a review of the UN Register of Conventional Arms, a Suggestions included expmding the categories to include
tianspmency md cotildence-building mechanism started weapons systems designed for combat support or ser-
in 1991. Since then, states have reported their md arms vice support (or force projection or mdtipliers); requiring
imports and exports on seven categories of maj or weap- reports on arms procurement from national production
ons systems with au increasing mount of detail md ac- (as opposed to just imports, to render the Register more
curacy, Efforts in 1994 and 1997 to strengthen the Reg- equitable); and encouraging states to provide more de-
ister, however, ftiled to produce my meaningti changes. tails on their entries (e.g., end-users, brokering info, li-

The Arms Sales Monitoring Project was present tensed production agreements, etc.). The ASMP also
for m informal preparato~ session for the third report of proposed turning the paper-based annual report into a
the UN’s Group of Goverumentd Experts, held in Japan searchable on-line database, an idea that received wide-
this June. Many felt that ifthe Experts’ final report failed spread support from governments ad NGOS alike, The
to sigtificantiy update the Register, it would beginto lose Expeti Oroup’s report will be fialized in July.D
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SCIENCE, ~ECMCY ANDLos ALAMOS
By Steven Aftergood

The root cause of the recurring security failwes at
Los Almos National Laborato~, we are told, involves a

clash between the cdture of security and the culture of
scientic inquiry.

“The scientific cdture of the weapons laborato-
ries complicates, perhaps even mdermines, the a~lhty of

the Department [ofEnergy] to consistently implement its
security procedures,” according to a report of the

President’s Foreign Intelligence Adviso~ Board.
“The scientific and academic community has been

disdainful ofthose who are emphasizing the importance
of security, and that is a deeply rooted culture that we

need to extirpate,” said Senator Richard Bryan (D-w).
The notion that scientists md security officers me

“oil and water” — or, as Senator Pat Roberts (R-KS)
put it, “sheep and cattle” — is a convenient formulation

that is nevertheless misleading. It does not properly de-
scribe the ptiicular rerdities of nuclear weapons science.
It also obscures other, far more important challenges to
the security of the nation’s most sensitive secrets.

ScienceandOpenness

As a geneti statement, it is undoubtedly tie that

science encourages and depends on openness. It is by
publication ofresearch that scientists es~bhshtie priori~

of their discoveries. It is though peer review that the
canons of scientific research and the qdhy of publication
me upheld. It is through the cross-fertilization of ideas
among diverse disciplines that new vistas for scientific
exploration are opened.

Secrecy by definition impedes each ofthese es-
sential facets of the scientific enterprise. But grating the
importance of openness for scientific and technological
progress, it does not follow that scientists cm’t keep a
secret.

In fact, the story of nuclear weapons develop-
ment begins with scientific secrecy. At the dawn of the
nuclear age in 1939, before the government or the mili-
tary ever got involved in nuclear research, scientists led
by Leo Stilard initiated their own nuclear secrecy policy
which they imposed on themselves. Given the wartime
environment, they declined to publish certain experimen-
tal results related to the fission of uranium and the pro-
duction ofplutotium.

The great nuclear physicist Enrico Fermi went so
fm as to write that “Secrecy was not started by generals,
was not started by security officers, but was started by
physicists?’

At my rate, the scientists who work in our nuclear
weapons programs have long since made their peace with

the need for secrecy in their research. After all, if a sig-
nificant fraction of nuclear weapons scientists couldn’t
resist blabbing about their work, dl of our nuclear secrets
would have long ago been disclosed. Yet plenty of se-
crets remti. Those scientists who cannot abide the some-
times oppressive sectity environment probably would
never have applied for a secwity clearance and signed a
non-disclosure agreement. Those who nevertheless did
so would soon have moved on to more congenial pur-
suits.

There may be a “clash of cultures” at the weap-
ons laboratories today, but it does not revolve around
legitimate applications of secrecy. No protests are head
about the need for classification of nuclear weapons se-
crets, or about the general propriety of background in-
vestigations and security clearmces.

Where there are protests, they concern what is
perceived to be an arbitrary and unwarranted assertion
of authority. The most frequently cited example is the
widespread opposition to polygraph testing. Energy Sec-
retary Richardson bemoaned the fact that “one-half of
the [Los Alamos] X Division members ... signed a peti-
tion opposing polygraphs.” But they were well within
their rights to do so.

Thepolygraphis sometbingofafetish in the world
of intelligence, where polygraph testing is an indispens-
able rite of passage, at least from a sociological point of
view. But the validity of polygraph testing for general

screefig of employees k never been scientifically dem-
onstrated. (In contrast, there is some evidence of poly-

graph utility in incident-specific investigations.) That is
one reason that polygraph testing as a condition of em-
ployment is prohibited by law in the private sector.

Secre~ of State George Shdtz fmously threat-
ened to resign during the Reagan Administration, rather
than undergo polygraph testing. He was no scientist, nor
was he in~lfferent to the requirements of national security.
Rather, like many others, he found the polygraph to be
intrusive and degrading. It is also, he might have added,
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prone to error.

NoAbsoluteSecuri@

Hypothetically, there are two ways to absolutely
eliminate any future security violations at the nation’s
nuclea Iaboratoties.

One way would be to gather all of the nuclear
secrets into a vault and to sed the vault permanently shut.
That way they could never be removed from secure con-
trol. Or used at all.

Another way would be to publish all of the se-
crets on the world wide web. Once that was accom-
plished, then by definition it would no longer be possible
for anyone to steal those secrets.

Since those options are impractical, it is neces-
sary to accept the fact that there can be no absolute secu-
rity. The best one can aim for is to manage the security
risks, keeping them to a reasonable minimum, while opti-

tig mission performance and limiting COS~.

Unfortunately, the current Congress is hooked on
absolute risk avoidance, which is the enemy of good se-
curity policy, Last yea, for example, Congress adopted

legislation requiring the Energy Department to conduct a
new review of hundreds of millions of pages of docu-

ments at the National Archives that had aheady been de-
classified in order to search for stray nuclear weapons
information tiat had been intivefiently disclosed. This is
a poor investment of security resources, especially since

no new fimds were appropriated to c~ out the require-
ment

Meanwhile, as DOE security czar General Eu-
gene E. Habigernotedrecently, Congress allocated a mere

$10 million last year out oftie $65 milhonthat DOE had
requested for security upgrades in the nuclear weapons
complex. In view of the recent consequences ofinad-
eqnate security, perhaps outraged members of Congress
will now call for their own resignations.

WhattoDo?

If absolute security is out of reach, what then
should be done? The way forward, charted several years
ago by former Energy Secre~ Hazel O’Le~ but never
tily implemented, is to tailor the apphcation of security
through a combination of declassification and incremed
classification.

O’Le~ has been celebrated (or vilified, depend-

ing on point oftiew) for her “Openuess Initiative” smdher
mbhiow declassificationpro~. She is less well knom,
by supporters md opponents alike, for advocating higher
classification in certain sensitive seas.

In pficular, she initiated aFundamenM Classifi-
cation Policy Review, which sought to establish a ratio-
nal, updated foundation for the clmsification of nuclear
weapons information. That Review, conducted by gov-
ernment scientists and military officers, endorsed the de-
classification ofvarious categories ofinfomation, but dso
called for increasing the classification of other categories
of information from the Secret Restricted Data-level to
the Top Secret Restricted Data-level.

This approach became known as the Higher
Fences Initiative, since it envisioned placing higher secu-
rity “fences” around select categories ofhigtiy sensitive
nuclem weapons information, while relaxing or eliminat-
ing controls on information of lesser sensitivity, In tils
way, finite security resources could be brought to bear in
the most efficient way possible.

(If such higher fences had been in place, the hard
drives at Los Alamos might not have gone missing, since
they would almost certainly have been bumped up from

Secret to Top Secret, which is more rigorously accomted
for.)

Though it has gone l~gelynnremarked, DOE has
been pushing the Higher Fences Initiative since 1997. Its
efforts, however, have been consistently blocked by the
Defense Department, whose concurrence is required.

Last December, Pentagon officials mote to DOE
that the costs ofimplementing the Higher Fences Initiative
would be “substantial,” since it wodd entail upgrading of
security clemces for personnel to hmdle the newly Top
Secret information, construction of new secure facilities,
and SO forth.

There is a delicate balance to be struck here be-
tween security, financial costs, and ease of operational
use. Maybe it is possible to reconcile both the DOE and
DOD positions on some middle ground. Unfortunately,
the chmgedpohticsd environment in Congess is not con-
ducive to the achievement of such reconciliation.

But the basic principle remains sound. By focus-
ing security on the most sensitive secrets ad relaxing se-
curity on everything else, it should be possible to turn a
vast, intractable problem into an entirely manageable&k.
Q
This article previously appeared in the Chronicle of
Higher Education.
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Nobel Laureates ...

continuedfrom page 1

perform properly since it failed to deploy the single decoy
balloon that accompanied the reentry vehicle. Thus, even
if the kill vehicle had functioned properly, it wotid not
have had the opportunity to demonstrate its ability even
against the simplest decoy systems.

The letter has received wide attention from the
media, notably in the New York Times and also as one of
Time’s “Verbati’ selections for the week. Other groups
have also voiced similar objections. On April 29, the
American Physical Society issued a statement that “the
United States should not make a deployment decision
relative to the planned National Missile Defense system
tiess that system is show through analysis and through
intercept tests to be effective against the types of offen-
sive countermeasures that an attacker could reasonably
be expected to deploy tith its long range missiles.” On
June 29, a group of45 China experts wrote a letter argu-

ing that deplo~ent cotid jeopardize Chinese ptiicipa-
tion in nonproliferation efforts md provoke a sharp in-

crease in Chinese nuclear missile development.
It is unprecedented to have over 50 Nobel laure-

ates sign a letter on arms control to the President. The
strength oftheir conviction is measured inpartby the fact
that these signatures were obtained in lessthantwo weeks,
Credit is due to Charles Ferguson, Karen Kelley, and
Amy Rossi ofFAS and Lynn Erskine from the Council
for a Livable World.

The fll text of the letter and the tihations of the
signers are posted at httP://w,fas.or~/Press/OOO7O6-
letter.htm.R
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